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As audience migrates to mobile, advertisers follow suit.  Marketers will open the mobile 
spigot wider in 2015, pouring $58.6 billion into advertising on smartphones and tablets, 
according to eMarketer.  That’s music to the ears of any radio brand that’s made a top priority 
out of building its mobile platforms. Client demand for mobile is increasing, broadcasters 
say, though it still lags mobile usage. “Mobile ad demand is where the users were about 
a year ago because advertising always trails usage,” says Journal Broadcast Group VP of 
interactive media Michael Gay.  “But that’s okay because we’re educating them and are now 
seeing mobile revenue grow.”  Journal has more than doubled its mobile audience in the past 
year and that mobile traffic has surpassed desktop. “Clients are very interested in mobile, as 
they should be – mobile usage has eclipsed desktop over the last 12 months in almost every 
arena,” says Emmis Digital VP Angie May Cook. Though more RFPs are coming in with mobile inventory requests, mobile 
has yet to surpass desktop for display ad revenue for broadcasters like Emmis and CBS Radio.  But the scales are starting 
to tip. “We anticipate the revenue platform gap to close as the mobile industry grows and marketers realize the potential of 
mobile platforms,” says CBS Local Digital Media president Ezra Kucharz.  Mobile is the fastest growing revenue platform at 
Entravision. “Media buyers see it as a way to extend their radio buy to reach our overall listenership,” says Justin Kuykendall, 
CEO and co-founder of ad services provider Pulpo Media, which Entravision bought last June.  “We’re seeing tons of RFPs 
come in with mobile and an increase in orders.”   

Mobile upshot: Attract new business, upsell existing clients.  Cheaper and more plentiful digital inventory has long led to 
worries about converting ad dollars into digital dimes.  But the audience shift to mobile has become impossible to ignore and 
companies with smart mobile strategies  now see it not only as a source for generating new clients, but as a way to get more 
out of existing accounts.  In markets where Journal Broadcast Group has educated local clients about the shift to mobile, 
VP of interactive media Michael Gay says clients are renewing business and adding mobile to their buys.   Entravision has 
booked new business from marketers that use digital audio but aren’t broadcast radio users.  At the same time, its bread 
and butter radio clients have become more interested in media plans that integrate mobile and radio. The company launched 
an all-in-one streaming app that provides access to all of its stations and is developing individual apps for its biggest 
personalities and stations.  “Now that we’re adding increased mobile products around streaming, we’re seeing a lot more 
interest in it,” says Justin Kuykendall, CEO of Entravision’s Pulpo Media. The company is now doing mobile business with 
both digital agencies and traditional radio buying shops.  
 

No magic bullet for monetizing mobile.  When it comes to monetizing mobile, there’s no magic bullet. Some broadcasters 
say traditional mobile banner ads remain their hottest ad unit while one company has 
completely eliminated them.  Regardless of the preferred ad unit, most agree that 
mixing radio’s promotional power with mobile’s interactivity can create a combustible 
combination.  “We’re looking at it not so much as a mobile ad but as a way for a local 
business to do a promotion where the user can interact with the ad unit,” says Justin 
Kuykendall CEO of Entravision’s Pulpo Media.  That can take the form of a contest entry 
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form, a coupon, the ability to click to call, or other calls to action.  The company uses geo-fencing to offer coupons when 
users are in proximity of a client location at certain times of the day.  Entravision is in a better position to offer geo-fencing 
after buying data-driven Pulpo Media, which comScore ranked as the top online ad platform for Hispanics with a monthly 
reach of 120 million.  For CBS Radio, the 320x50 banner remains a top draw but the company is rolling out new ad units, 
such as tap to full screen, pre-rolls and interstitials, a 300x250 in-article unit, mobile web skin and native solutions.  As 
brands become content creators, CBS Local Digital Media president Ezra Kucharz says the company is beginning to see 
more requests for native advertising. Whether they’re simulcasting or using ad insertion, streaming audio ads remain central 
to radio’s mobile strategy.  At Journal, which sells its broadcast and digital audio ad inventory separately, digital sellout rates 
in some markets are comparable to its broadcast sellout rates.  
 

A new strategy: Eliminating mobile banner ads. For a medium that makes most of its digital dollars from selling display 
advertising, Journal Broadcast Group’s decision to eliminate mobile banner ads may appear counter-intuitive.  The rationale? 
Users were more likely to click on the banners by accident. “We knew it wasn’t a good investment for our direct local 
advertisers that we’re trying to support so we got rid of  them,” says VP of interactive media Michael Gay.  He says standard 
display ads don’t deliver high engagement in a passive mobile environment. “Most of our research shows that the consumer 
is actively looking at a radio app like ours when they first engage and pick a station, but once it starts playing, typically the 
screen shuts off.”   Instead the company has focused on what has become its most in-demand mobile ad unit: an overlay ad 
that appears on the mobile screen when a user starts a station from Journal’s new Radio League app.  It remains in place 
for the first 15 seconds while the station plays, before going away on its own.  Journal is offering dayparting and exclusivity 
options for clients that buy the ad. For instance, a client looking for 100% share of voice for a specific show could buy the 
position to be the only advertiser seen in the ad when anyone launches the station during the show.  “Advertisers love to 
have something they can own,” Gay says.  “We want them to have a close relationship with our audience and content.”

Study: Radio helping TV deliver engaged real-time audiences.   Radio’s foray into TV 
awards shows is paying off for television networks striving to maintain audiences in a 
time-shifted, on-demand video world.  Live event programming, like the Cumulus Media-
coproduced American Country Countdown Awards and the iHeartRadio Music Awards, are 
winners not just because they’re DVR-proof, but because they deliver engaged real-time 
audiences.  According to a new report from Nielsen Entertainment, audience attentiveness is higher for award shows than 
other special TV events. “With increased audience attentiveness and engagement comes increased ad performance,” the 
company says in the report.  Product placements, now known as “branded integrations,” have become more widely used 
on awards shows and are showing positive results in memorability and recall when compared with the norm.  According to 
the study, viewers were better able to remember the placement (64% vs. 59% for the norm) and were better able to recall 
the actual brand (5% points higher versus the norm).  “Collectively, these integrations were shown to have a significantly 
higher lift on viewers’ perception of the brand,” the report states. All of which should make happy campers out of TV networks 
and their ad partners. In an alliance between Fox and Dick Clark Productions, Cumulus brought the “American Country 
Countdown Awards” to nationwide TV audiences  December 15.  The  iHeartRadio Music Awards show airs March 29 on 
NBC. “Advertisers and networks love nothing more than passionate consumers who are eager to share and talk about what 
they’re seeing on TV,” Nielsen says.  It tabbed 13.3 million people in the U.S. who saw one or more of the 13.4 million tweets 
sent about this year’s Grammy’s telecast on CBS.  

Learfield corners bigger slice of college sports market. One of the biggest college play-by-play rights holders in the 
country now offers licensing, merchandising and trademark services to hundreds of colleges and universities.  Learfield 
Sports, which owns the media rights to 100 athletic programs, has swung open the doors of its Learfield Licensing Partners. 
The new unit is the culmination of the company’s 2014 purchases of Licensing Resource Group (LRG) and Strategic 
Marketing Affiliates (SMA). With  more than 550 collegiate partners nationwide, the new licensing arm expands Learfield’s 
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presence in collegiate athletics, making it a sort of one-stop marketing shop for college sports teams.  Learfield CEO Greg 
Brown says combining LRG and SMA under the Learfield Licensing Partners banner is part of the company’s strategic plan 
to grow extended business lines by serving its university partners in new ways. Licensing now joins ticket sales, concessions, 
hospitality, the digital SIDEARM Sports platform and play-by-play on Learfield Sports’ menu for colleges. Leveraging what 
Brown calls Learfield’s “trusted relationships throughout college athletics,” the new division will “provide additional resources 
and industry connections to help fuel future growth of LRG.” Former LRG CEO Lewis Hardy will serve as chairman and 
former SMA CEO Bob Bernard will lead the combined organization as president and CEO. 

Some colleges are using low-power FM to get back into broadcasting.  College students show their love of radio by going 
after LPFM licenses.  Over the past decade, money-crunched colleges and universities have looked at their radio assets 
as a way to raise cash, and that’s left a growing number of schools without their own station.  Now some colleges are using 
low-power FM to get back into broadcasting.  At Houston’s Rice University the sale of KTRU in 2010 is still stinging, even 
though a student-run internet radio station was created when the school sold its FM for $9.5 million amid protests.  The 
school applied for and received the license for an LPFM at 96.1 FM.   The station is expected to be on the air by the end of 
the year, according to the Houston Chronicle.  When KTRU was sold five years ago $1 million was set aside to help establish 
a new student-run station, so funding for the LPFM isn’t an issue. Meanwhile at Oklahoma University, students are reviving 
KUVY, a student-run station that has been dark for 40 years. The Oklahoma Daily says several journalism faculty members 
backed the idea because they got their start in radio.  “Radio is an exciting culture,” Dean Joe Foote told the paper.  

Score one for Cumulus in non-compete case against Alpha Media. A federal court has granted Cumulus Media a Temporary 
Restraining Order that prohibits one of its former sellers from working for Alpha Media or any other local competitor for six 
months.  Cumulus sued former account exec Joseph Olson after he left the company’s Peoria cluster and walked across 
the street to Alpha in a similar position.  Alpha was also named as a defendant in the suit. Filed in the Peoria division of 
U.S. District Court, Cumulus sought the TRO on four grounds, based on the non-compete clause in Olson’s employment 
contract.  In addition to keeping him away from the competition, Cumulus sought to prevent him from soliciting any of his 
former Cumulus accounts and from disclosing confidential Cumulus information for 12 months.  The judge ruled in favor of 
Cumulus on all three counts but denied a fourth request that would have stopped both defendants from using or disclosing 
Cumulus’s trade secret information.  In the ruling, judge Joe Billy McDade pointed out that, in exchange for  working 
for Cumulus “and other valuable consideration,” Olson agreed to not compete with the company, solicit its  customers or 
disclose its confidential information.   He notes that Alpha was aware of Olson’s contract with Cumulus when it hired him and 
that none of the parties disputed that Olson took actions contrary to the agreement he made. Overruling Alpha and Olson’s 
contention that the contract was unenforceable because it wasn’t supported by adequate consideration, the judge said that 
21 months of employment was indeed adequate consideration.  Cumulus has to post a security bond of $25,000 as the case 
moves into discovery mode today. 

Ex-Univision programming EVP marries music and fitness in new venture. 
Evan Harrison quietly left Univision Radio as EVP of content & entertainment 
late last summer, after the company put all of its radio and TV stations under TV 
division chief Kevin Cuddihy and handed programming off to Univision Radio 
president Jose Valle.  Harrison and Univision kept the news quiet but the former 
Clear Channel EVP and president of digital hasn’t been sitting on his hands.  In 
addition to working as a partner in boutique-styled live events company Huka 
since December 2011, Harrison has launched RockSweat, which mines the 
intersection of loud music and exercise-induced sweat.  An avid fitness buff, 
Harrison and his wife Diane Nayor in the fall began booking monthly “fitness 
music experiences” at L.A.’s famed Roxy club on the Sunset Strip.  The ingredients 
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for RockSweat events include a light show and a booming sound system cranking out music synchronized to a 45-minute 
High Impact Interval Training workout.  Tickets to the music-intensive sweat-fests cost $20.  Harrison says he draws on 
his radio programming experience to select songs that match the tempo and energy of each of the three-minute exercise 
segments that comprise the workout. “Nobody’s really nailed the integration of music and fitness,” he says.  “We aim for a 
deeper connection between the music and the sweating.”  Harrison, who spent two and a half years at Univision and was 
instrumental in the original iHeartRadio, intends to partner with radio companies to expand the RockSweat venture to other 
cities. 

Government issues patent to Futuri for listener alerts. The technology that enables listeners to receive e-mail, text and 
tweets just before their favorite songs play on the air has been patented by Futuri, the company formerly known as Listener 
Driven Radio (LDR). U.S. Patent No. 8,874,026 describes a broad range of methods related to LDR programming, including 
instant alerts that ping listeners before one of their favorite tunes hits the air. Launched by Daniel Anstandig in 2009 as a 
crowdsourced programming platform, the company has been aggressive about protecting its technology.  It says the patent 
is one of several either issued or pending that describe and protect its interactive mobile and social apps. Making radio 
interactive has become a priority as audiences increasingly expect their content to be personalizable and as advertisers 
look for metrics that show them a return on their radio investments. Cox Media Group is among the broadcasters that 
have built alerting features into their LDR-developed station apps. Futuri CEO Daniel Anstandig called the patent issuance 
“a milestone for our company and our many innovative broadcast partners.” The technology company may have more 
interactive radio cards to play.  In a press release, CIO Brian Parsons says Futuri’s goal is to use functions like an interactive 
playlist “to shape the future of media.”
 
Inside Radio News Ticker…  Ibiquity aims for more public HD Radio side channels… HD Radio developer iBiquity is 
working to bring more multicast action to the left end of the FM dial. The company has hired former NPR Labs director Rich 
Rarey to survey public radio broadcasters about their use of HD Radio and the features it offers, according to The Current.  
While many commercial broadcasters offer HD side channels, often with the help of FM translators, there are far fewer 
among pubcasters…Apple hires renown BBC radio host… One of the BBC’s most influential radio personalities is Apple-
bound.  Zane Lowe is leaving Radio 1 for an undisclosed role at the tech giant.  Known for evangelizing  emerging talent, 
Zane will reportedly join the team at Apple that is relaunching  iTunes, following the company’s acquisition of headphone 
manufacturer Beats and digital music service Beat Music… Small station raises big money for St. Jude… A single small-
market radio station has moved past the $4 million mark in funds it has raised to treat children with cancer and other 
catastrophic diseases. Midwest Communications country “Y-100” WNCY, Appleton-Oshkosh, WI pulled in another $260,305 
at last week’s Y100 Country Cares for St. Jude Kids Radiothon, taking the station’s 18-year total past the $4 million mark.  
This year’s total is a $55,000 increase over last year’s radiothon tally.   

Station owner expands into syndication. A Chicago radio station owner is branching out into syndication.  Kovas 
Communications, which owns ethnic/talk multilingual WCGO (1590), has purchased the assets of Vero Beach, FL-based 
Global American Broadcasting.  Global provides radio production, distribution and technical services for broadcast  and 
online radio programs, including “Small Business Advocate” and “Winning On Wall Street.” Terms of the sale weren’t 
disclosed. GAB’s five technical studios in Florida will move in with WCGO’s Evanston, IL facilities. Kovas has hired some of 
the syndicator’s technical personnel.  The company says the technical and distribution services will be re-branded as GAB 
Radio Network and will continue to provide technical and syndication services to existing clients while growing its client base 
by leveraging some of WCGO’s airtime.  “We have big plans for expanding our broadcast operation’s footprint and acquiring 
these assets will fit nicely into our growth strategy,” Kovas VP Joseph Walburn said in a statement. Former GAB owner Ron 
Crider will now focus his time on his internet music stations, travel websites and his WorldTelecomSites tower company 
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qual MARKET PRESIDENT/CHIEF REVENUE OFFICER
Channel your inner entrepreneur...and pave your way to success!

Townsquare Media, Inc., an integrated and diversified media, 
entertainment and digital marketing service company is looking for a 
Market President/Chief Revenue Officer for its Duluth market.

The Market President/Chief Revenue Officer will oversee radio, digital 
and event operations for Townsquare Media’s market-leading brands. 
The ideal candidate should have a proven track record in multi-
media sales with solid client and office management experience. 
Additional requirements include solid recruiting, motivating and  
                       training capabilities. 

For more information about this
position, please contact Amy Stein:

Amy.stein@townsquaremedia.com

PROGRAM DIRECTOR - HOUSTON
93.7 The BEAT KQBT Houston is looking for a Program Director who will oversee 
and approve all on-air aspects.  Candidate will need to possess abilities to maintain and 
build ratings as well as assist the sales department in generating revenue.  For a full list 
of qualifications and responsibilities, or to apply now, visit: www.iHeartMedia.com.

iHeartMedia is an equal opportunity employer and will not tolerate discrimination in employment 
on the basis of race, color, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, religion, 
disability, ethnicity, national origin, marital status, protected veteran status, genetic information, or 
any other legally protected classification or status.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR - NORTHEAST
A Rare Opportunity in a Rare Company

Times-Shamrock’s Scranton PA radio group consists of the market 
leading and legendary ROCK 107 (classic rock), FUZZ 92.1 

(alternative) and 630AM/100.1 FM ESPN (sports) and we’re 
looking for an accomplished, high-achieving, special individual to 

program WEJL (our ESPN station) to greater levels of performance. 
You will of course need to verifiably demonstrate your track record, 

achievements, possess exceptional leadership and managerial 
skills, etc. You must also have a proven track record in a spoken 
word format and be able to implement innovative strategic plans. 

Given all the above, if you believe that being part of a progressive, 
performance driven media company whose foundational belief is 

that superior performance is a simple and direct result of combining 
amazing people and great leadership, please mail or email your 

cover letter and resume to:
 

Steve Borneman
General Manager WEZX, WFUZ and WEJL

149 Penn Avenue
Scranton, PA 18503

sborneman@shamrocknepa.com

Equal Opportunity Employer and a Drug Free Workplace.

MARKET MANAGER & 
SALES EXECUTIVES

Nashville/Memphis/Kansas 
City/Ft. Wayne/Modesto/

Fresno/Lincoln/Omaha

Bott Radio Network a national 
leader in quality Christian Talk 
Radio is seeking an experienced 
Market Managers & Sales 
Executives in several markets. 
The ideal candidate will have at 
least five years’ prior experience 
in sales management and outside 
sales. Candidate must have a 
proven sales in achieving team 
goals and individual sales goals. 
Must have superior leadership 
and communication skills, and the 
ability to train and develop top 
performing sales people to grow 
local and regional revenue. Must be 
skilled at prospecting, qualifying 
and closing new accounts, while 
servicing existing accounts, 
including effective scheduling, 
copywriting, exceptional account 
service and computer skills. Radio 
experience is preferred. If your 
experience is a good match, send 
your resume and cover letter to: 

Pat Rulon 
10550 Barkley
Overland Park, 
Kansas 66212

Fax to: 
Pat Rulon, 913.642.1319 

Email:
prulon@bottradionetwork.

com
E.O.E.
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